
 

Tattoo Release Form 

*If you have A fever, flu-like symptoms, or shortness of breath YOU NEED TO NOTIFY A STAFF MEMBER 
IMMEDIATELY. 

*Do you have any bloodborne pathogens, transmittable diseases, or recent illnesses? (It' okay if you do, we just 
want to know for our and other's safety). 

___   That I have been fully informed of the inherent risks associated with getting a tattoo. I fully understand that 
these risks, known and unknown, can lead to injury, including but not limited to infection, scarring, difficulties in 
detecting melanoma and allergic reactions to tattoo pigment, latex gloves, and/or soap. Having been informed of 
the potential risks, I still wish to proceed with the tattoo application, and I freely accept and expressly assume all 
risks.  

___   The Artist and Talent Tattoo LLC. have given me instructions on the care of my tattoo while it's healing, and I 
understand them and will follow them. I acknowledge that it is possible that the tattoo can become infected, 
particularly if I do not follow the instructions given to me. If any touch-up work to the tattoo is needed due to my 
own negligence, I agree that the work will be done at my own expense. 

___   I am not under the influence of alcohol or drugs, and I am voluntarily submitting to be tattooed by the Artist 
without duress or coercion. 

___   Neither the Artist nor Talent Tattoo LLC. is responsible for the meaning or spelling of the symbol or text that I 
have provided to them or chosen from the flash (design) sheets. 

___   Variations in color/design may exist between the art I have selected and the actual tattoo. I also understand 
that over time, the colors, and the clarity of my tattoo will fade due to natural dispersion of pigment under the 
skin. 

___   A tattoo is a permanent change to my appearance and can only be removed by laser or surgical means, which 
can be disfiguring and/or costly and which in all likelihood will not result in the restoration of my skin. 

___   I acknowledge that I have been given adequate opportunity to read and understand this document, that any 
and all of my questions have been answered, that it was not presented to me at the last minute, and I understand 
that I am signing a legal contract waiving certain rights to recover against the Artist and the Tattoo Studio. 

___    I release all rights to any photographs taken of me and the tattoo and give consent in advance to their 
reproduction in print or electronic form. (If you do not tick this provision, please advise your Artist). 

___   I have truthfully represented to my artist that I am AT LEAST 18 years of age, or my parent/legal guardian is 
signing for consent. 



*PERSONAL INFORMATION* 

NAME* _______________________________________________ DATE OF BIRTH*___________ 

PHONE#________________________ EMAIL___________________________________________ 

 

SIGNATURE*______________________________________________________________________ 

 

*PARENT/LEGAL GUARDIAN* 

I, as custodial parent, or legal guardian of the above minor under 18 years of age, hereby consent to the terms and 
conditions set forth in this release form and I attest that all documentation I’ve provided is true and accurate. 

Guardian’s Legal Name*________________________________________Relationship_______________ 

 

Signature*___________________________________________________________________ 

 

*NOTARY* 

*Notary Name*______________________________________________________________ 

 

Signature*__________________________________________________________________ 

Stamp* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

**ARTIST DUTY** 

TODAYS DATE*_____________   TATTOO LOCATION*_____________________________________ 

TATTOO PRICE*____________________ TENDER*___________________ 

DESIGN DESCRIPTION*_______________________________________________________________ 

TIME FINISHED*________________________________________ 


